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BH dynamics  

Reviews: 

Berti, Cardoso & Starinets CQG (2009) 

        Pani, Witek, Okawa contributions “NR/HEP Lecture Notes” IJMPA28, 2013 

       Cardoso, Gualtieri, Herdeiro, Sperhake, Living Reviews in Relativity (2014) 

Brito, Cardoso & Pani, in preparation (2014?) 

 

Brito, Nerozzi, Okawa, Pani, Rocha 

Barausse, Berti, Emparan, Gualtieri, Herdeiro, Ishibashi, Mateos, Pretorius, Sperhake, Witek, 
Yunes, Zilhão 

   



Credit: ESO/MPE (2010) 

Black holes exist 



Black holes have no hair 

One star made of matter and other of antimatter, produce identical BHs. 

A BH has only three quantities in common with the star which created it:  

mass, spin and electric charge 



Why study BH dynamics 

 

Gravitational-wave detection, GW astrophysics 

 

Mathematical physics  

 

High-energy physics 

 

Particle Physics 



Why dynamics: astrophysics and gw physics 
 

Gravitational-wave emission 

Accurate templates for detection, NR/AR 

Recoil (structure formation, etc) 

GRBs, accretion disks, etc 



Typical signal for coalescing binaries 

Typical stretch of data 



Inspiral           Merger             Ringdown 



“Can one hear the shape of a drum?”  
Mark Kac, American Mathematical Monthly, 1966   

Gordon, Webb & Wolpert, Inventiones mathematicae, 1992   



Can one hear the shape of a BH? 

 
Berti, Cardoso & Will 2006; Kamaretsos et al 2012 

j=0 

0.8 

0.98 

DL=3Gpc, εrd=3% 



Strong field gravity and fundamental fields 

 

         Massive scalars 

  Interesting as effective description 

  Simplest extension of field equations 

           Proxy for more complex interactions (vector or  tensor, accretion disks…) 

           Arise as interesting extensions of GR* (BD or generic  ST theories;  f(R))  

               Dark matter candidates I (Boson stars, soliton stars) 

           Dark matter candidates II (Axiverse scenarios-moduli and coupling constants       

 in string theory,  Peccei-Quinn mechanism  in QCD)  

 

             * poorly constrained for massive fields 



Black hole bombs  
Zel’dovich ‘71; Press and Teukolsky ’72; 

Cardoso et al ‘04 

Long-lived scalar states and superradiance 



 Low-frequency absorption probability  

 

 

 

 

     After N reflections 

 

 

Thus 

For any confined geometry (AdS, boxes, Ernst spacetime, etc) 

 

Starobinski 73; Maldacena & Strominger 97 

Brito, Cardoso  & Pani 2014 



Massive scalar fields around Kerr linearly are unstable  
Damour et al ‘76; Detweiler ’80; Cardoso & Yoshida ’05; Dolan ’07; Witek et al 12 



Witek, Cardoso, Sperhake, Ishibashi 2012; Okawa, Witek, Cardoso 2014 

Massive scalars: non-rotating BHs 



Depend very  mildly on the fit coefficient and on the threshold 

   

τSalpeter → timescale for accretion at the Eddington limit 

Bounding the photon mass  

Pani et al, PRL 2012 



Bounding the graviton mass  

Bound on photon mass is model-dependent: details of accretion disks or 
intergalactic matter matter...but gravitons interact very weakly! 

Review of Particle Physics 2014 (PDG, in preparation) 

Brito, Cardoso & Pani 2013 



Bounding magnetic fields  

Melvin magnetic universe:  

Confining geometry:  
add BH+rotation...  

Brito, Cardoso & Pani 2014 



Okawa, Witek, Cardoso, in preparation 

Final state I: turbulence and collapse?  



Final state II: hairy black holes?  

Dias et al 2012; Herdeiro & Radu  arXiv: 1403.2757 



Interaction with scalar clouds I. Dynamics of hairy solutions 

Okawa, Cardoso arXiv:1405.4861 



Interaction with scalar clouds I. Dynamics of hairy solutions 

Okawa, Cardoso arXiv:1405.4861 



“Everything I know about morality and the obligations of men, I owe it 
to football”  

Albert Camus  

 

Interaction with scalar clouds II. BH (anti-) Magnus effect 



Interaction with scalar clouds II. BH (anti-) Magnus effect 



Interaction with scalar clouds II. BH (anti-) Magnus effect 



 

 Strong field gravity is a fascinating topic 

 

 

From precise maps of our Universe to tests of Cosmic Censorship, and 

constraints on dark matter candidates, the possibilities are exciting. 

 

     Fundamental fields, either in form of minimally coupled fields or under 

curvature couplings have a very rich and unexplored phenomenology: 

condensates outside BHs and compact stars act as gravitational-wave 

lighthouses (more in Yoshino’s talk) 

. 



Strong field gravity and fundamental fields 
 

  End-state of superradiant instability, turbulence, hairy sols? 

                     (need very long-term stable simulations) 

 

           Role of accretion disks on development of instability? 

 

  Accretion, “Magnus-effect,” interaction of scalarized BHs… 

 

           Collapse… 



 
 

Thank you 
 
 





 Cosmic Censorship: do horizons always form?  

 

 Are black objects always stable? Phase diagrams... 

 

     Universal limit on maximum luminosity c^5/G (10^59 erg/sec) 

 

Critical behavior, resonant excitation of QNMs; analytical tools, etc 

 

Why dynamics: mathematical physics 



More than 25% (35%) CM energy radiated for v=0.75 c (0.92c)! 

Final BH rapidly spinning 
 

More in Sperhake’s talk 
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